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Annual Meeting Agenda 
January 2017 

1. Call to Order 

2. Opening Prayer 

3. Approval of Agenda 

4. Determination of Quorum 

5. Approval of Minutes from Annual Meeting, January 24, 2016 

6. President’s Report 

7. Treasurer’s Report 

8. Election of New Board Members 

9. Ministers’ Report 

10. Announcement of New Board Members 

11. Election of Congregational Representatives for 2017 Nominating Team 

12. New Business 

a. UCOL Annex Sale 

b. Other New Business 

13. Closing Prayer 

14. Adjourn 
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UCOL Annual Meeting Minutes 2016 
January 24, 2016 

The meeting was called to order by Board President Pat Weaver. 
 
 Rev Sherrie Taylor-Jones led members in a prayer to open the meeting. 
 
Pat Weaver asked for changes to the agenda, Russell Montague asked to add the topic of the bookstore to 
New Business. The amended agenda including the bookstore topic was approved. 
 
Determination of a quorum was verified by the Board Secretary Carol March who conducted a headcount to 
ensure at least 15 members were present.   Approximately 35 members attended the meeting.  
 
A motion was made by Polly McCall to approve the minutes of the 2015 Annual Meeting as they were 
presented in the program.  The motion was seconded by Clay Kucza.  All in favor voted by saying “aye.” The 
motion passed. 
 

President Pat Weaver gave the President’s report.  A written report is included in the program.  The 

significant accomplishment for 2015 was the congregation’s attraction of Rev. Sherrie Taylor-Jones as our 

new full-time minister.  Pat highlighted goals for 2016 including: growing monthly financial resources, 

expanding the volunteer, youth and music programs, increasing weekly attendance, improving the church 

appearance and possibly installing a “loop” system for the hearing impaired.   

Pat recognized the significant contributions of Geri Shoger, Janet Gerstner and Jessica Pryor who together 

have taken care of much of the office responsibilities the past several months in the absence of a minister 

and administrative staff.   

Caren Lowe summarized the significant financial transactions from 2015 which included the cost of a 

website redesign, refinancing the mortgage to reduce our interest rate and lower the monthly payment, 

repairs to the roof, and a refund of $1,800 from our insurance provider.    She noted UCOL had a cash 

balance of approximately $18,000 as of the end of the year.  The 2015 financial statements are included in 

the packet. 

Polly McCall, finance administrator reported specific changes in the budget from 2015 to 2016 which include 

an increase in salaries to pay for a full-time minister and the addition of a part-time administrative assistant 

and an increase in the music budget.  

Russell Montague read section 4.41 of the By-laws which pertain to the election of board members.  The 

slate of candidates for the 2016 Board of Directors are: 

 Ginger Scalet 

 Frank Schawaller 

 Diane Silver 

 Joann Qandil 
 

Pat asked if there were any nominations from the floor but none were given.   
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Annola Charity made a motion to accept the slate of candidates for the Unity Church of Lawrence Board of 

Directors.  The motion was seconded by Janet Gerstner.  All in favor voted by saying “aye.”  The motion 

passed.  

The election ballots were handed out to members, and then gathered for counting. 

The Minister’s report was given by Rev. Sherrie Taylor-Jones.  She reported she will start February 15, 2016 

and give her first sermon on Sunday, February 22, 2016.  She plans to start her tenure by getting out into the 

community and holding “Meet the Reverend” meetings around the Lawrence.  The meetings will give those 

interested and opportunity to join her in a small group setting to discuss ideas.  Rev. Sherrie placed a sign-up 

sheet in the foyer for congregants to sign-up if they wish to attend. 

Pat announced the out-going Board members, Allinayah Archer and Marlene Dailey and thanked them for 

their service to the Board. 

Pat announced the returning Board members: Carol March, Caren Lowe, Carla Mumma and Pat Weaver.   

Russell Montague reported the vote for the four new members was unanimous and that Diane Silver, Joann 

Qandil, Ginger Scalet and Frank Schawaller were officially elected to the Board of Directors for 2016. 

Pat asked for a congregational member to chair the Nominating Committee for 2016.  Vicki Douglas 

volunteered.  Marlene Dailey also volunteered to serve on the committee as an alternate.  Pat Weaver 

motioned Vicki Douglas be approved to chair the committee and Marlene Dailey be approved as an 

alternate.  Carol March seconded the motion.  All in favor voted by saying “aye” and the motion passed.  

New Business: Russell Montague said the book store was challenging from business and legal perspective.  

He asked the congregation to think about their vision for the book store going forward and stated his only 

vision was to use the space for art supplies.  Russell’s understanding is there are tax restrictions that require 

us to only sell books so it wasn’t really going anywhere.  Sharon Dwyer mentioned that the book store had 

not been viable since additional items could not be sold and that there had been no budget to purchase 

books for sale.  Rev. Sherrie said that Unity of Overland Park has a huge bookstore business and said the law 

may not be as rigid as we think.  She would like to see a team look at the situation.  Polly mentioned that we 

had previously sold unrelated items in the book store and had filed sales tax returns.  A decision was made 

to stop selling those items so that we could discontinue paying sales tax.  Sharon Dwyer stepped up to be on 

the team as did Russell Montague and Annola Charity.   

Pat Weaver led a blessing of Rev. Sherrie Taylor-Jones in support of her Licensing and Ordination process 

coming up on Wednesday. 

Allinayah Archer led a closing prayer. 

Clay Kucza motioned the meeting be adjourned.  The motioned was seconded.  All in favor voted by saying 

“aye”.  The motion passed. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Carol March 

UCOL Secretary 
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From the 2016 Board President 
Dear UCOL Friends: 

In 2016 our energy to attract a new minister to Unity of Lawrence was realized with Rev. Sherrie 

Taylor-Jones joining our community on February 15, 2016.  It has been a whirlwind of manifestation 

of all that we worked together to set in motion, although obviously not without its challenges.  A 

great deal was accomplished on our list of objectives for 2016, but we continue to dream big for this 

congregation and 2017 promises even more. 

I have been honored to serve as the president of the Board for the past three years, and can’t wait 

to see all that will happen in 2017 for this wonderful spiritual community.  

Blessings, 

Pat (Weaver) Collette 

From the 2017 Board President 
December 25, 2016, 5 p.m. 

Greetings, 

Four days ago, I was elected President of UCOL's Board for 2017. Last evening was an amazing 

Christmas Eve service and this morning was Christmas Day here at Unity of Lawrence. I confess that 

each message that I heard coming from the podium felt like it was for me specifically. One usher 

with one lit candle soon became a sanctuary filled with lit candles. During Rama's beautiful, deep 

guided meditation, I heard and I knew that I must be lit and remain lit. Why? Only a lit candle can 

light an unlit candle; and when all of us are lit and shining brightly, we are an Enlightened (bright, 

shiny, unstoppable) Team. 

Again this morning, I heard, "You are of Divine substance. You are of God. This is your natural 

state." 

Lit. 

Divine. 

I commit to you, to Rev. Sherrie and to myself, to stay mindful of where I am (lit, unlit, smoldering, 

blazing) each moment, so that I can serve this community and the greater community to my fullest 

capacity. To this end, I have registered for a daylong mindfulness training on January 21 at Unity 

Temple on the Plaza and for a 30-day training at the Satchidananda Ashram this summer. I look 

forward to seeing the Light grow brighter and brighter here at Unity of Lawrence day by day, 

mindful moment by mindful moment. 

In humble gratitude, 

Frank Charles Schawaller  
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Nominees for the Board of Directors 2017 
 
As stated in Section 4.4.1 of the By-Laws of Unity Church of Lawrence, any person elected to the 
Board of Directors must be a Member of Unity Church of Lawrence. 
 
He/she will be a person who is  

 willing to serve on the Board; endeavors to live in accord with the Jesus Christ principles of love and truth as 
taught by Unity;  

 furthers the work of this Ministry through his/her active interest, love, and financial support; 
 is a sincere and continuing student of Unity, conversant with its teachings; 
 has demonstrated leadership capabilities; 
 has been a member of Unity Church of Lawrence for at least one year; and  
 is in attendance at the annual membership meeting, or in the case of the inability to attend, has submitted a 

letter of willingness to accept election to the Board. 

 
The 2017 Nominating Committee of Vicki Douglas (chair), Robin Joseph, Frank Schawaller and Rev. 
Sherrie Taylor-Jones forward the following slate for consideration: 
 
Marsene Feldt 
Marsene envisions “a new facility that is the perfect location and can provide all our needs in one place – 

plenty of parking, playground, etc. … and … the expansion of the youth program. 

 

Ann Hartley:  
I’ve spent quite a few years working on my own personal growth and UCOL has been a huge part of my 

spiritual practice. When I first discovered Unity, I had not attended church in years as I just couldn’t relate to 

the message. Unity changed that and I immediately knew that this was a path that made sense to me and 

that I could connect with. I would like to deepen my involvement with UCOL by contributing my talents to the 

Board. I believe dedicating my time and talent to the Board will enhance my growth by providing me with 

opportunities to show love in action. Anytime I’m involved in service, I am amazed at how much I receive 

from the experience.   

 

Roger Houck:  
Board service is “a continuance of my personal growth through service to the community.” Roger sees 

himself “assisting Rev. Sherrie in implementing her vision for the community and growth in membership and 

revenue.” 

 

Gail Ishmael:   
Gail brings 40 years of practice of Unity to the Board, and sees as a key opportunity to “support education 

and opportunities to community of New Thought ideas.”  My Board service “will follow Spirit’s guidance.” 

 

Lesa Weller:  
“Service to others is a great teacher, both intellectually and spiritually. I expect serving on the Board would 

bring me closer to and teach me more about spiritual transformation on a personal level.” 
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Message from the Minister:  Rev. Sherrie Taylor-Jones 
 

What a year it has been. Filled with many blessings, transitions, and awakenings! I can’t believe I’ve 
been with you for a year already. As I look back on all we have done 
together, I’m blown away!  
 
My goal has been to enter into a process with you in which we create a 
physical space that aligns more with who we are. One major endeavor 
has been to transform our book store. Nancy Houck has led a team of 
people to create a book store that is bright, vibrant and filled with 
spiritual items. We have also moved the coffee and cookies upstairs. 
Rebecca Delaney’s daughter, Cara, has been a champion in organizing 

and setting this up for us. These changes are to create a warm and welcoming atmosphere as 
people come into our facility.  
 
Then once one enters into the sanctuary we wanted to create a more energetic feel for our 
services. We also wanted to bring ourselves into the 21st century with the use of technology, which 
updates our services to a more modern concept. Bev Schuster and her team have been a vital part 
of this endeavor. We have added the capability to live-stream our services on the internet using 
Facebook Live.  The addition of the state of the art projector and screen adds a much more 
interactive service that also assists the needs of those who may be visually and hearing impaired. 
We also extend our reach to others as we video tape our message so that people can view my talks 
at a later date through our website: unityoflawrence.org or YouTube. 
 
It has been a year in which I have led talk series on prosperity, our Divine Truth, and death. There 
have been 3 book study groups: “Hell in the Hallway,” “I Am the Word,” and “The Afterlife of Billy 
Fingers”; as well as a New Member class. There have also been lots of workshops held by myself 
and other well-known spiritual leaders, such as Rev. Martha Creek and Rev. E.J. Niles. We have also 
been blessed with guest speakers who gave us a fresh take on spiritual ideas. 
 
I have also looked at some of our ministry teams and facilities in which we could streamline. One 
area that was focused on this year has been reduction of unused/unnecessary things as we did a 
major clean out of the church and annex. The youth ministry has been changed slightly to ensure 
that each Sunday a member of our staff, one of our Youth Leaders will be on site. 
 
We have also stretched out into the community as we supported Interfaith Dialogue, Black Lives 

Matter, the 12-step community, and the blessing of the animals.  

In 2017 I look forward to many more adventures as we journey together spiritually. May this year 

be the breakthrough year for our community as we utilize our Unity Principles to take our message 

of love, peace, and divinity out to Lawrence, KS! 
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UCOL Board of Directors 2016 
 

Pat Collette, President 

Carla Mumma, Vice President 

Carol March    

Frank Schawaller, Secretary 

Caren Lowe, Treasurer 

Diane Silver 

JoAnn Qandil 

Ginger Scalet 

Rev. Sherrie Taylor-Jones, 

Minister

Our heartfelt thanks to Carla Mumma, Caren Lowe, JoAnn Qandil, Diane Silver and Pat Collette for 

their service to the Board in 2016. We love you, we bless you and we appreciate you. 

~ ~ ~ 

2016 New Members Welcomed 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Nancy Houck Roger Houck Bev Leuenberger  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Susan Calvert Suzanne Tomlinson Linda Lake 
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In Remembrance 
 

Vi Hamilton     Annola Charity 

March 7, 1941 - March 15, 2016   June 10, 1952 – September 24, 2016 

 

 

 

2016 Financial Report Summary 
 

A total of $118,960.70 was budgeted for calendar year 2016.  Income for the year totaled 

$104,812.20. Expenditures were $9,900.39 above 2016 income.  Total cash on hand is $9,738. 

Approximately $10,000 was pledged by the end of 2016 towards our total pledge drive of $50,000 

by the end of March 2017.  These pledges, in addition to your regular weekly tithe, will allow our 

spiritual home to meet its obligations and thrive in 2017 and beyond.   

In 2016, as a congregation, we committed ourselves to a new minister and the promise to support 

her and the programs that are so important to us: a church home with spiritually-mature messages 

each week, professional and inspiring music, a spiritual home for our children and more.   

 

We only achieve this together.   

Caren Lowe, Board Treasurer 

Polly McCall, Finance Administrator 
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2016 Income and Expense Statement 
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2016 Income and Expense Statement (page 2) 
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Balance Sheet 12/31/16 
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2017 Budget 
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2017 Budget (page 2) 
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UCOL Annex Sale Background Report 
 

 

The Board of Directors recently completed the annual budgeting process for 2017.  In 

an effort to focus the Church’s limited volunteer and financial resources towards 

providing the best spiritual service we can provide, we feel it is time to consider 

selling the annex at 901 Madeline Lane.   

 

The annex has not been used by the church for our primary purpose; spirituality of 

our congregants and our congregant’s youth for several years.  Annual cost of 

owning the annex is approximately $12,000/year which does not take into account 

the cost of ongoing maintenance or the cost of completing many expensive deferred 

maintenance items.   

 

Additionally, it is increasingly difficult to identify volunteers to provide routine 

maintenance of the building such as lawn care, cleaning gutters and this is evident to 

those who use the building and to the Board.   

 

The building is currently used by multiple AA groups who contribute about 

$6000/year to offset UCOL’s costs.  It is the hope and desire of the Board that these 

groups could instead utilize the main church building which would allow us to retain 

the most if not all income of $6,000 and reduce our expenses by $12,000.  This 

decision would also reduce the Church’s total liability significantly.  
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Life in Our Community: Team Reports 

Bookstore Team 
 Team Leader: Nancy Houck 

A small team of volunteers came together with Rev. Sherrie Taylor Jones in April to devise a plan 

for creating a profitable book store within UCOL. Our group included Annola Charity, Sharon 

Dwyer, Robin Joseph and Nancy Houck. We took a field trip to see the Overland Park Unity Church’s 

bookstore and meet the bookstore manager. The visit and the manager provided us with great 

insight on many ‘how to’s. We began with a raffle and a 50/50 drawing for some start-up money 

raising almost $200. The winner of the 50/50 returned the winnings to the Book & Gift Shop as a 

donation. We added this to our account, giving us a balance of $1,131.49. This gave us a nice 

amount to open the shop. The Book & Gift Shop main focus is on spiritual gift items and spiritual 

books. We had a small amount of gift items and quite a few books left over from the previous 

store. A 75% off sale on the previous items the first few weeks liquidated most of the older items. 

Many things sold and we decided to order new gift items and books as needed for book studies. 

We also wanted to include as many consignment gift items as well as local author’s books. Many of 

the consignment items have sold. 

Our biggest achievement was when we moved our store upstairs to one of the offices off of the 

lobby. There was a great deal of time and effort put into this move by the volunteers. The overall 

cost was reasonable for the end result. This move proved to be a very good idea and has been very 

well received by the church community. 

The Book & Gift Shop purchased many gift items. Many of the small gift items have sold slowly, but 

the larger statuary are almost all sold. Many of the books from the previous store, have sold slowly 

and our greatest sales days have always been connected to book studies at UCOL. We had three 

book studies and we sold all but one or two of each of the books included in each study. The 

average group had 10 participants. 

Our plan for 2017 is to increase our marketing efforts each week to encourage more traffic and 

sales including local author book signings and/or readings. We hope to open the shop more hours 

throughout the month utilizing the consignees as volunteers as well.  

Recently Ann Hartley and Marsene Feldt have joined our group of volunteers. Sharon Dwyer 

resigned in June due to too many commitments. And our beloved Annola transitioned in 

September of 2016. 

Thank you! 

Nancy Houck 

~ ~ ~ 
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Chaplain Team 
 Team Leader: Sharon Dwyer 

The Chaplain Team blesses us each week, holding sacred space 

for anyone who wants confidential prayer, and holding a prayer 

consciousness during the service and throughout our spiritual 

community.  We are planning a Chaplain’s training in 2017 for 

current chaplains and those interested in the chaplaincy. 

Current Unity of Lawrence prayer chaplains are: 

Sharon Dwyer 
Jessica Pryor 

JoAnn Qandil 
Frank Schawaller

 
~ ~ ~ 

Finance Team 
 Team Leader: Caren Lowe 

The Finance Team for 2016 was comprised of Polly McCall, Financial Administrator; Caren Lowe, 

Treasurer; Pat Weaver, President; Rev. Sherrie Taylor-Jones and Clay Kucza, Congregational 

Representative.  Major accomplishments for 2016 were to complete the financial review of the 

accounting system to assure all procedures were in alignment with our Financial Policy Manual. Clay 

Kucza conducted the review using a checklist developed for church financial documents.  All was 

found consistent. 

~ ~ ~ 

Gallery Team 
 Team Leader: Vicki Douglas 

The Unity Gallery had a good year in 2016 with six exhibits:  

"A Winter's Tale" mixed media group show  
"Faces and Places" water colors by Gail Ishmael 

"Vibrant Inspirations" oil paintings by Debra Clemente 

"Go Play" mixed media with Legos   by Marsene Feldt 

"Luminarias" oil paintings by Allinayah Archer 

"Traditions" paintings in oil by Candice Davis. 

We thank Carol March for repairing water damaged walls in the gallery 

and Mike Selby (who moved out-of-town mid-year) for his several 

years of installation help in the gallery.  The current gallery team is 

Lesa Weller, Jamelle Zablow who is on leave of absence, and the 

exhibiting artists. 

Vicki Douglas 

~ ~ ~ 
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Grocery Certificate Team 
 Team Leader: Jo Andersen 

The grocery gift card program is a way our church can get “free” money when Church-goers 

participate by buying the cards at face value and then using them for their purchases at Hy Vee, 

Checkers and the Merc. We pay $1880 for $2000 worth of gift cards at the Merc. When we sell 

these to our church family on Sunday mornings after the service, we keep the profit and the users 

of the cards pay nothing extra. Look for the table in the foyer. 

The program was established by the original Grocery Guys: Bob “Yoyo-man” Lewis, Harry Shafer, 

and Raoul Berman about 15 years ago. You can see their pictures if you come by our table after 

Sunday services to buy your gift cards. 

Today, we have an excellent team of Grocery Gals: Pat Collette, Elaine Roberts, Lisa Miller and Jo 

Andersen. The program has changed in other ways: 

 Dillonʼs gift cards were always our best sellers. A few years ago, Dillonʼs went all digital. We no 

longer sell physical cards. Instead, those who want to make sure our church gets a percentage 

from their purchases of groceries, prescription medicines, and gasoline from Quik Shops, only 

need to register their Plus cards on line. To do this, go to Dillons.com, register your card, and 

scroll down to find the prompts that lead you to the charitable giving sites. Type in Unity of 

Lawrence, and click on that site. You are then registered forever, I guess, because we no longer 

need to reregister every year. 

 Originally, the participating grocery stores issued certificates that could be used as cash. This 

year the last store, Checkers, switched to gift cards instead. For most of us, this is more 

convenient, as we can keep them in our wallets just as we do other similarly-sized credit cards. 

You just have to remember to use them instead of the other credit cards! 

 Currently, we have 31 Dillonʼs loyalty cards registered to Unity of Lawrence. Fewer than 10 

people consistently purchase gift cards for Hy Vee, Checkers and the Merc. Our total annual 

income from these sources is around $1800. I believe we can do better! If everyone who shops 

at Dillonʼs registered their plus card and if everyone who shops at Hy Vee, Checkers and The 

Merc used our gift cards, we could earn $10,000+ per year. And no one would have to spend a 

penny more! 

~ ~ ~ 
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Grounds Team 
 Team Leaders: Janet Spiegel 

The Grounds Team was led in 2016 by Janet Spiegel, with team members Greg 

Hamel, Frank Schawaller, Pat Phillips, Lisa Miller, Kris Hicks, Roger Houck, Linda 

Sneegas, Vicki Douglas, and others.  Many thanks to Greg and Frank for your 

unfailing maintenance of both lawns throughout the long summer months.  The 

church grounds looked well maintained for the entire summer.   

Goals for 2016 are to continue to work to control the honeysuckle that tries to 

take over along the north side of the Annex, and keep the plantings around the 

church maintained.   

 

 

~ ~ ~ 

Marketing Team 
Team Leader: Nancy Houck 

Our marketing team consists of Christy Zimmerman, Jennifer Johnson, Carol March, Ginger Scalet 

and Nancy Houck. 

We discussed in great detail the need for a marketing plan and why UCOL could use a written 

document laying out strategies and processes. We also discussed the fact that because we now 

have a new minister and many new members it is crucial to learn what our church community 

expects from the church as well as what the individuals will contribute. We believe it is absolutely 

necessary to show our new minister why and how we, as a church community, want to keep UCOL 

alive and thriving. 

As no one on our team has marketing plan writing experience. We decided to utilize a guide we 

found on another church’s website that will help lead us through this process. Our plan was to try 

to finish it before the holidays and we have accomplished some parts of it. We feel confident that 

we will finish it in a timely manner by early 2017. A marketing planning team was formed a few 

years ago at UCOL and had already developed a strong beginning. Our group came together and 

reviewed the previous team’s efforts and with only a few minor changes kept most of what they 

had created for use in our document.  

 At each meeting we discuss a portion from the guide and then bring home a portion to read and 

think about as well. When we come together the ‘homework’ provides us with the ability to move 

more quickly on to the next portion. We will meet again in January. 

Thank you, 

Nancy Houck 

~ ~ ~ 
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Music and Sound Team 
 Music Team Leader: Vacant 

 Sound Team Leader: Bev Schuster 

 

The Music Team was led by our talented Gary Frager until November of this year, when he stepped 
down to pursue other personal musical interests. We are delighted to know that he will be back from 
time to time as guest musician.  
 
In addition to wonderful congregational singing, many talented musicians graced us with special 
music on Sunday morning.  Victor Dougherty, Cindy Novelo, Polly McCall, Jay and Jessica Pryor, Millie 
Webb, the Green Spirit Band, Julie and Greg Hamel, Stephanie Bland, Linda Chubbuck and Annola 
Charity, to name a few, blessed us week after week.   
 
The UCOL Sound Team made up of Bev Schuster, Erin McCall, Graham 
Taylor-Jones and Avery Wilcoxson provide support to the service every 
Sunday, ensuring quality sound, powerpoint and video screen displays, live 
streaming of the service, and recordings of the service for distribution 
through CD and the website. 
 
Plans for 2017 are to continue to grow the music program, continuing to 
bring in inspirational music as part of the Sunday service and offer 
occasional concerts.   

~ ~ ~ 

Congregational Song Team 
 Team Leader: Jessica Pryor 

To me, lifting our voices together in song is an incredibly powerful part of 

coming together as a community in celebration. I am grateful for the 

opportunity to help lead the congregation in song and support others in 

doing so.  

This year Kelley Hunt generously volunteered to help me lead our first 

congregational song leading workshop as well as lead our fantastic 

Christmas choir. We had a great time learning the music, microphone use, 

presentation, and expectations of song leading. We also got to hear some 

brave souls step up to the mike and share their voices. I particularly 

appreciated getting some feedback from attendees on congregational songs 

that are favorites (and unfavorites) so we can help ensure that 

congregational songs continue to be relevant and lift our hearts as we lift our voices. 

Deena Burnett has been a wonderful addition to the team as a regular monthly song leader 

replacing Sabrina Channel who chose to step down this fall. I'm sure you have all been enjoying 

her. Additionally, Pat Phillips and soon Michelle Kirk, agreed to step out of their comfort zones a bit 
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to serve as special guest leaders on open 5th Sundays. Along with Deena, Polly McCall and I are 

continuing on as regular song leaders, but we will soon be adding a new regular leader to replace 

Becca Burns who will leave the team this December. Thank you to Sharon Dwyer, Paula Slater, and 

Christy Zimmerman who have agreed to be on call as leaders should a Sunday be left leaderless for 

some reason. 

In the temporary absence of a music director during the last two months of the year, I have 

appreciated the flexibility of our song leaders as they work with new musicians who may be less 

familiar with our "traditional" congregational tunes. I anticipate as we move into 2017 that a new 

music director will bring some fresh ideas and expectations for song leading. Until that time we will 

refine and hopefully add a few new congregational songs to our repertoire. I always appreciate 

feedback from the congregation, so please drop me a line if you have suggestions for the 

congregational singing program. 

Love, 

Jessica 

~ ~ ~ 

Outreach Team 
 Team Co-Leaders: Pat Phillips and Lisa Miller 

The Outreach Team offers coordinated support for those who have a desire to serve. The Team 

identifies projects, groups and programs in the community that need assistance, support and loving 

care. The projects are communicated to Unity members through e-mail, bulletins, announcements, 

flyers and word of mouth. In 2016 there was an Outreach Project seven months out of the year. 

  

February: Provided items from a wish list for Willow Domestic Violence Center 

April:    Gathered food for “Just Food” 

June:   Provided and served lunch at LINK 

July:   Sponsored a “Pack a Backpack Project” providing needed school supplies for 

children in our community 

October:   Provided and served lunch at Link 

November:   Provided requested food for the “Community Thanksgiving Dinner” 

December:   Gave gifts to 7 guests and” Wish list items” to the Lawrence Community 

Shelter 

 We look ahead to 2017 with open hearts to seek ways the Outreach Team can be a helping and 

loving presence in our community. We will continue to engage in familiar projects and welcome new 

ideas. 

 ~ ~ ~  
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Welcome Team 
 Team Leader: Julie Hamel 

Visiting a church for the first time can be anxiety making for people. As we continue to fulfill our 

vision of being a thriving spiritual community, having a loving greeting and powerful welcome is part 

of our strategy.  

I’m happy to say that in 2016 UCOL again had a consistent group of greeters. We added a few new 

people with Julie and Greg Hamel and Ginger Scalet. But we also have people in their second and 

third year: Chris Hartman, and Robin Joseph, Rachel Duran, Carla Mumma, and Jesse Nussbaum.  

Our greeters create a joyous welcome through their loving energy and commitment to our values 

and mission. They consistently show up and help create the space of love and connection on Sunday 

mornings.  

As the leader of the welcome team I appreciate and acknowledge their importance in our 

community. Thank you Greeters and Ushers for being the ones to always be the joy in the welcome 

at Unity of Lawrence.  

~ ~ ~ 

Youth Ministries 
 Team Co-Leaders: Tricia Klein and Danica Moore 

We are excited for the opportunity to partner together to impact the lives of all Unity children. Our 

vision for 2017 is a continued developing program, increasing in class sizes, increasing volunteers, 

paid staff commensurate with class sizes, continued engaging lessons exploring kinesthetic, music 

and Unity learning combined for a full UCOL experience.  

Another goal is to create new lessons using creative teaching skills and then file these lessons as 

future curriculum to be repeated throughout the years. We also want to continue the search for 

Unity curricular materials that engage the youth and offer opportunities to match Youth Ed lessons 

with the Sunday message upstairs. This year, we would like to purchase All Together Now, Multiage 

Program Book- Christmas; Program Book 2; and Program Book 3.  These are Unity Worldwide 

Ministry resources that go with our All Together Now, Multiage Program Book 1 & Program Book, 

Easter, already in use.  We also will continue to use the Celebrating My God-self Curriculum Books 

1- 6.   

Finally, we would like to see an increase in the number of volunteers we have access to each week 

in the program. Because the number of youth present is so variable, having one of the Directors 

present, plus one paid staff and one volunteer would provide the best safety and teaching 

opportunities for the children on Sunday morning.  We could staff the classrooms and the Director 

can cover a class while covering the front desk duties also as needed. 

Accomplishments: 

 Hiring a full staff with 2 new hires from KU’s School of Education 
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 Continued support from JoAnn as a monthly volunteer 

 Increased engagement of all youth in the program during Sunday lessons 

 Utilization of more materials from supply closet and donations 

 Exploration of content via multiple venues (music, physical activity, etc.) 

 Partnership roles to equally balance the responsibility of the coordinator position. This 

includes a split of Sunday shifts, days of planning, and meetings monthly to update 

Thank you!  

 Tricia Klein & Danica Moore 

~ ~ ~ 

2016 Snapshots: The UCOL Family  
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